Are Co-Working Spaces the Next UBER or Investor Graveyards?

Coworking spaces have taken the Shanghai real estate market by storm, and everyone seems to want in on the action. Big Chinese developers such as SOHO China and Vanke are integrating coworking spaces into new developments. Venture capitalists of all stripes are getting involved. Overseas coworking brands are moving in. Even agencies of the Shanghai city government are providing property and financing to coworking spaces.

Yet up until 2014 only a handful of coworking spaces operated in the city, and most struggled to survive. Why the sudden explosion of interest? Has a secret formula been found that ensures coworking venture success? Has demand for these alternative work venues suddenly skyrocketed?

Unfortunately, neither seems to be the case. In our view, what is now motivating coworking space investors in Shanghai and elsewhere around China is likely not rational thinking but industry hype. We believe that probably most of the coworking spaces now mushrooming up across the city will fail, and it will be painful for many involved.

Fad or Trend?

We think most of the investors behind this local coworking property craze likely view the recent $16 billion valuation of WeWork, the global coworking leader, as evidence of easy and sure money to be made. But if reliable returns is their goal, then a coworking space is probably one of the last kinds of properties they should be investing in. Coworking operations require intensive care and attention, and are usually not the most profitable way for a landlord to utilize a commercial space.

That is not to say that coworking itself is not a trend that’s here to stay. For countless independent freelancers, entrepreneurs and corporate employees who work remotely, coworking spaces offer an affordable alternative to working from home. Compared to informal work venues such as cafes, coworking spaces are generally more conducive to work.
Demand has allowed the number of coworking spaces worldwide to grow rapidly since the first ones opened in America and Europe in 2005. Deskmag, the coworking industry's leading publication, put the worldwide total of coworking spaces at 7,800 as of the end of 2015, when they were growing at a rate of about 36% per year.

**No Easy Money**

But the rising popularity of coworking worldwide does not mean easy profits for the owners and operators of these spaces. Tellingly, only 15% of coworking space operators even list profit as their primary motivation for managing a coworking space*. Instead, they get involved for reasons such as desire to connect with other people, make new business contacts, or to reduce their rent.

Part of what makes financial success difficult for a coworking venture is the nature of the market. Freelancers and startups are generally not the most stable tenants, and typically very limited in how much rent they can pay.

Coworking ventures need to balance this limited and potentially unsteady revenue source against the steady fixed cost of their own rent (82% of coworking spaces lease their premises according to a survey by Deskmag, a publication about the coworking industry). Rent increase after a lease expiration is said to be a top cause for coworking space closures.

Other big challenges of managing a coworking space include maintaining a harmonious atmosphere of mutual respect among tenants, which is essential in order to keep them renewing their short-term leases. Heavy investments of time and energy are required to plan and deliver services such as training and investor introductions that most coworking spaces provide. Challenging as well is determining the coworking space's market positioning and strategy.

**Multiplicity of Models**

The endless diversity of the freelancer and entrepreneur market means that every coworking space to some degree needs to blaze its own unique path to success.

Many spaces differentiate themselves by offering unique amenities and services. Bars, spas, health clubs, health insurance plans, child care, residences and in-house movie theatres are among the offerings now being offered by the world’s coworking spaces.

In Shanghai, People Squared seems to be finding some success by focusing on selection of tenants, choosing only those whose businesses do not compete in order to build strong communities.
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Tailoring the space, services and marketing of the coworking venture to meet the needs of one or more specific industries is another common strategy. Yu-Link, another Shanghai operation, specializes in renting space to entrepreneurs in the medical device field. People Squared is planning a new coworking space for artists.

Yet another strategy is to partner with venture capital firms and angel investors and run the coworking space like an enterprise incubator, taking stakes in the tenant startups in lieu of rent.
Choices also need be made on the capital and costs side of the business. WeWork is said to pursue on an ‘asset-light’ model where rather than lease or buy premises they instead form joint ventures with their landlords, thereby eliminating the risk of rental increase at lease expiration. In Canada entrepreneurs have banded together to buy a space together, each rewarded with a share in the venture in addition to a workdesk.

Grassroots Advantages

The large number of different business models and strategies being used in the coworking sector suggests that successful management of these spaces requires a high degree of agility, flexibility and constant listening to the changing needs of the space’s tenants and greater market.

Such management is far more difficult and intensive than what is required to run a traditional real estate businesses, e.g renting out offices in a tower. It is usually best performed not by an investor or hiree, but by a passionate founder / owner who himself is part of the grassroots community of entrepreneurs.

The investors behind Shanghai’s mushrooming of coworking spaces may be thinking that they only need to find those passionate founder-owners, and boost their chances of success with financial backing. But with the slim margins these spaces make and so many players diving into the fray, prospects hardly seem bright.

Do the investors behind the current coworking craze in Shanghai’s property market realize what they are getting into? We fear most of them do not. In our view most have likely been blinded by industry hype and big numbers like the $16 billion USD WeWork valuation.

*Deskmag Global Coworking Survey 2016*
Contact NAI Sofia Group Shanghai at 021-6230 1919 for further information on the three office building properties listed above, or for information on any other commercial property in the city.
Events – Book Fair, Sculptures & Artwork

Shanghai Book Fair 2016 runs August 17-21. Bibliophiles can receive steep discounts on books while attending lectures and presentations by literature professors and international authors. Forums will be staged at a number of different venues to be determined, with the primary venue at Shanghai Exhibition Center, 1000 Yan'an Lu near Tongren Lu.

Alberto Giacometti: Retrospective is the largest collection ever assembled of sculpted works by Swiss sculptor and painter Alberto Giacometti. More than 250 pieces will be on display through July at YUZ Museum, 35 Fenggu Lu near Longteng Avenue.

Earlier Mona Lisa highlights what many believe to be an earlier version of Leonardo da Vinci's famous work. Multimedia presentations lay out support for the work's authenticity, including carbon dating and x-ray analysis. The exhibit runs until August 28 at The House, 380 South Huangpi Lu near Taicang Lu.

John Young: 'Storm Resurrection' shows pieces by Chinese-Australian painter John Young. Famous for his “human-computer friendship” approach, Young's works are a fusion of digital and traditional techniques. 'Storm Resurrection' shows until August 21 at Pearl Lam Galleries, 181 Jiangxi Zhong Lu near Fuzhou Lu.

Dining Suggestions – Pelikan

The newest restaurant from the Craig Willis group, Pelikan opened May 2016 in the Jing'an District with a mission to bring Scandinavian cuisine to the heart of Shanghai. In keeping with Nordic tradition, Pelikan offers mostly fresh, raw seafood and a smattering of delicious Nordic desserts. The menu is always changing, however, as Danish chef Kasper Pedersen experiments with new dishes every few weeks.

Pelikan also encourages sharing. Their Set Menu comes with four cold dishes, four hot dishes and two desserts, while the Chef’s Menu is a 4-dish spread served to your entire table. If that wasn’t enough, all hot dishes are introduced directly by Chef Pedersen himself. What’s more, the dining area’s soft mood lighting and roomy interior give off a relaxed yet sophisticated vibe. Perfect whether dining with family, colleagues or that special someone.

Set menu has averaged us CNY 300 per person while Chef’s Menu typically costs CNY 140-150. If you’re in the mood for fresh Scandinavian food, grab some friends and check out Pelikan.

Pelikan
No. 225 Xikang Road
Tel: 021 6266 7909
Space for Rent — Ground Floor, Marriott City Center

Location, location, location. That’s the old saying in real estate that underscores the role of locale in strengthening your business. The ground floor of Marriott City Center in Huangpu District epitomizes that old chestnut in spades.

The Marriott City Center offers a number of benefits, including:

- Short 5-minute walk to People’s Square Station
- Access to 3 major metro lines #1, #2 and #8
- Quick entry onto a variety of bus routes
- Short drive of only 1.5KM to Yan’an Highway
- Strategic placement within retail community featuring several lifestyle and luxury outlets, including elite department stores
- Walking distance to popular restaurants and 5-star hotels
- High visibility from foot traffic of 700,000 people/day
- Increased exposure from busy Nanjing Road and People’s Square

Specs for this property are as follows:

- Spacious indoor area of 184 sqm
- Comfortable and convenient outdoor seating area of 64.4 sqm
- Gain instant access with immediate handover date
- Flexible lease terms starting at 2-years minimum
- Pre-designed with retail in mind

For more information, contact Amanda Zhu, Senior Director, at +86 137 6456 7912 or amanda@sofiagroup.com.

Market Notes

In the Hongqiao area, rental rates clock in at RMB 8/sqm per day. Occupancy rate is down as a result of several newly-finished buildings, including SOHO Tianshan Plaza and Changning Raffle City Tower II.

In Xujiahui, rental rates are increasing from RMB 8/sqm per day to RMB 9/sqm per day. Occupancy is hovering around 90%, but this is expected to decrease upon completion of the T20 Plaza at the end of 2016.

Occupancy is going up within the Shanghai Railway Station area, too. Such growth is being fueled primarily by the new Enterprise Center at Kerry Everbright City Phase III together with WPP’s new campus. Current occupancy has risen to 80% and is expected to keep climbing. Rental rates for the area are RMB 6.5/sqm per day.

Rates in North Bund average RMB 6/sqm per day with the current occupancy rate of 40% set to decrease upon completion of the Landmark Center by December 2016. A view of the Huangpu and rents at nearly half the rate of Lujiazui properties make North Bund one of the best values in Shanghai.
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